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Inside the Orion test capsule, NASA engineers secure a male and female test dummy in the crew seats in efforts to
help ensure the crew's safety on future deep-space missions. Over 500 channels of DTS data recorders are
onboard to capture critical test data, including the splashdown impact astronauts could experience when landing in
the Pacific Ocean. Photo credits: NASA/David C. Bowman

APRIL 2016
DTS Down Under
We are pleased to announce our
newest global sales partner.

Representing DTS in Australia, New
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Zealand, Papua New Guinea and
South Pacific Islands

DATA POINT
DTS DAS Onboard NASA Orion Capsule
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In the next phase of testing, engineers at NASA's
Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia,
will conduct nine water-impact drop tests to
evaluate the Orion spacecraft and crew safety
when they return from deep-space missions and
touch down on Earth's surface. DTS data
acquisition systems will ride onboard with the test
dummies to collect critical test data as NASA
prepares Orion for its next mission, Exploration
Mission-1.
Click to read the complete press release

NEW! SLICE PRO LAB Now Available
Join Our Mailing List!
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SLICE PRO LAB is a non-rugged, complete data
acquisition system ideal for dummy calibration
and static testing. The 19" rack includes an
Ethernet Controller for start/status/power/comm
and accommodates up to four SLICE PRO LAB
modules (SIM, TOM or TDM). Compatible with
both SLICEWare & DataPRO software.
Contact sales@dtsweb.com for pricing and availability

MIRA Selects DTS Data Recorders for UK Test Facilities
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As part of a £16m investment, HORIBA MIRA Ltd. has purchased 1,000+ channels of DTS
SLICE PRO and SLICE NANO data acquisition systems (DAS) for their five UK test facilities,
including MIRA's Euro NCAP-accredited Safety Test Centre. The DTS equipment will be used
for chassis, durability, impact testing, as well as occupant and pedestrian testing. MIRA's fleet of
crash test dummies, which includes the state-of-the-art WorldSID and Q Series dummies, will
feature SLICE NANO in-dummy DAS to assess occupant injury risk in lateral impacts which are
required for consumer (NCAP) tests.
DTS is proud to be part of the investment which will significantly increase the test capacity, as
well as ensure HORIBA MIRA can continue to provide testing to all global test standards.
Click to read official MIRA press release

Sales Team Expands - Welcome Chad Ivan
Chad Ivan has joined DTS as the new Eastern Region Sales Manager in the
United States. With 25 years of experience in dynamic testing, Chad is a
great addition and is already busy supporting customers and working to
expand market share for DTS products and services.

Chad Ivan

"It is rare to find an organization that believes in building high quality equipment and having
exceptional customer service, plus it's all backed by a strong vision for the future. Some
people work their entire life and never have the opportunity to work for such an organization,"
said Chad.

Eastern Region
Sales Manager

Click to read the complete press release

DTS Engineers Inspire Local Students
Future Engineers: Students and faculty from the
local Cabrillo High School in Long Beach got a firsthand look at DTS's corporate headquarters in Seal
Beach, along with encouragement and advice on
pursuing careers in technology fields. On learning
about DTS sensors and data acquisition systems at
the event, student Pastor Ochoa made this analogy:
"DTS truly is the 'Ferrari' of the test crash
companies!"

Crash Test Technology 101: Jenna Miller,
DTS Applications Engineer (far left), shows
students a working crash test dummy that
has DTS data recorders and sensors
embedded inside to provide valuable data to
help improve occupant safety in everything
from race cars to spacecraft, and helicopters
to sports equipment.

DTS Calibration Service Options
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Only DTS can ensure your data recorders and sensors are calibrated to
original factory standards. Multiple service options available:




Standard Calibration or ISO 17025 (A2LA accredited)
On-Site Service helps keep busy test schedules on track
Service Contracts save money, paperwork and time, includes unlimited repairs

Contact customerservice@dtsweb.com for pricing and scheduling details.

Visit DTS Careers to see current openings including positions for:




Software/Firmware Engineers
QA Electronic Test Technician
Manufacturing Manager

Visit the DTS Help Center 24/7/365 for technical support, manuals,
product specifications, software and more.

Interested in DTS data acquisition systems, data loggers and sensors?
Contact sales@dtsweb.com or an authorized DTS Sales Partner near you.
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